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ABSTRACT
The proposed work describes the design of a multimedia platform managing users and implementing
cybersecurity. The paper describes in details the use cases of the whole platform embedding Big Data and
artificial intelligence (AI) engine predicting network attacks. The platform has been tested by Tree
Ensemble algorithm classifying and predicting anomalous server logs of possible attacks. The data logs
are collected in Cassandra Big Data System enabling the AI training model. The work has been developed
within the framework of a research industry project.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Data security is an important research topic in industry research [1]. Concerning this topic,
multimedia platforms could be easily attacked in al cyberspace environments. Multimedia
platforms are commonly used for e-learning [2] managing different multimedia contents such as
text, audio, images, animation and video [3]-[6]. The management criteria of multimedia files and
the computational cost of the relative transmission will therefore depend on how they are
structured and unpacked and on the security measures (firewall, encryption,
identification/authorization accesses, etc.). Regarding the security of data travelling online,
important studies have been carried out on the risks associated with the control of industrial
systems [7]. These risks mainly concern product protection, production qualities, brand
reputation, and human life safety, and increased with the advent of Industry 4.0 technologies,
mobile computing, and Internet of Things (IoT) technologies [7]. Specifically, in the IoT area,
information security is associated with multiple levels such as the server/provider level, the
network level and the user level [8]. The violations at the different levels can concern [9]-[13]:
- listening of communication channels;
- stopping operations/functions of operating systems using radio signals applied to broadcasting
devices;
- interception with data manipulation;
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- use of data;
- data and information connection and use;
- duplication of data by third parties;
- obtaining customer data and sending false data to monitoring centers.
About data security intervention in the machine to machine (M2M) field [14] can be adopted and
optimized the following techniques [15]-[22]:
- Privacy Enhancing Technology (PET);
-Virtual Private Network (VPN);
- Transport Layer Security (TLS);
- Onion routing;
- E-Awareness model;
- Cryptography algorithm;
- Public Private Partnership (PPP);
- Markov process;
-Authentication, Authorization and Accounting (AAA) services;
- Traffic management and fault tolerance technique;
- Localized cooperative access, stabilization algorithm;
- Symmetric Algorithm, Hash algorithm.
These technologies can be adopted in different application fields such as [22]:
- attacks on mobile devices;
- cyber terrorism;
-vulnerabilities of web platforms used for managing multimedia content;
- steganography techniques;
-adaptive defence based on the intelligent use of information for a long-term capacity building
strategy;
- cryptographic algorithms.
Of particular scientific interest could be the management of data security in Big Data systems
[23],[24]. All the mentioned security techniques and approaches can be applied for platforms
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managing multimedia data by ensuring a secure cloud infrastructure. The paper is organized as
follows:
-is provided a design of the prototype hardware architecture including use cases of the platform
describing system actors and related functions;
-is checked the system attack detection by a Tree Ensemble algorithm designed to read and
process data log information;
-is described the configuration and the implementation of Cassandra Big Data system containing
server data logs used for attack detection.

2. MAIN SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The prototype multimedia platform used for experimentation is sketched by the system
architecture of Fig. 1, structured by the following elements:
•

Access Switch Layer2+ 10/100/1000 Mbps / Core Switch Layer2+ 10/100/1000 Mbps:
this is the hardware connecting each rack on a computer network by using a packet
switching to receive and forward data at the network layer 3 of ISO/OSI standard model.

•

IPS/IDS/FW/DNS: two firewalls installed after the access switch layer which works in an
exogen modality detecting and preventing some intrusions or attacks from external
clients.

•

There are two couple of endogen firewalls too, identical to the exogen firewalls but
inserted after a hardware VPN server, which purpose is to ensure a cleaned connection
from any type of malicious action to the system.

•

Notification Server: this hardware component transmits a message to the system
administrator when there are some problems about diagnostic or when the firewalls
detect an intrusion or a system attack.

•

Registration Server: this hardware component stores all events about the state of the
system.

•

Syslog Server: this hardware component generates logs and stores them. Each message is
labelled with a facility code, indicating to the software the type of generated message,
and assign to it a severity level.

•

NAS Server: the Network - Attached Storage (NAS) Server is a file-level computer data
storage server connected to a computer network specialized for serving files either by its
hardware, software or configuration.

•

VPN Server: this component allows the connection of the rack to a computer network
through a VPN (Virtual Private Network), improving the security level of the system.

•

SIP Server: the SIP Server (Session Initiation Protocol) is a signaling protocol used for
manage real-time sessions of voice, video and messaging applications.

•

Antivirus: this component is a computer program used to prevent, detect and remove
malware or any type of malicious item which escaped from the detection of the firewall.
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•

TMMS /APP: this component has the purpose to manage Mobile Devices (MDM) and
Mobile Apps (MAM).

•

Chat Server: this is a server managing the chat services.

•

PhoneBook Server: this is a server managing contacts for VOIP services, chat services,
and mail services.

•

Mail Server: this is a server managing mail services.

•

System SMS App Sw Server: this is a server managing SMS services.

•

System NMS App Sw Server: the purpose of this hardware component is that to manage
the devices on the network.

•

SRV Front End Web App: a dedicated server for web applications of the system.

•

SRV Core Process: is a server dedicated for the elaboration and processing of services.

•

SRV Database: is a dedicated server for storage and management any type of DBMS
(Data Base Management System).

Figure 1. Architecture of the whole server system (inset: hardware components used for the testing).

The Access Switch Layer is the part of the backbone network linking the modules through a VPN
connection. Each switch is connected directly to a VPN Server to improve the platform security.
The Switch backbone uses a star topology with one switch allocated in the Adv MCP Core
Engine (see Fig. 1). This rack or module is the core of the backbone network having a maximum
bandwidth of 1000/Mbps. The internet connection used for tests has 100Mbps speed.
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3. SYSTEM USE CASE
In this paragraph are listed the main use cases of the architecture shown in Fig. 1 describe the
whole multimedia platform.
Use case 1 (see Fig. 2)
Actors: the actor, called User, develops the main activities such as platform management and
User Operations.
Platform Management: managing of the Address Book (Rubric), necessary to save the various
contact details of other users (email address for Mail, the Chat nickname, telephone number for
Voip) and Services (Streaming, Mail, Chat, Voip and File Sharing).
Operations User Operations: this function includes registration on the web platform and Login.
The use case is extended by the Log in Account Management, which includes the operations of
modifying and deleting the personal account data.

Figure 2. Architecture of the proposed architecture (use case 1).

Use case 2 (see Fig. 3)
Actors: the actor, called Admin is the web platform administrator.
User Account Operation: the Admin, performs operations on User Accounts, accesses all the
platform data and manipulates them into the Big Data system.
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Figure 3. Architecture of the proposed architecture (use case 2).

Use case 3 (see Fig. 4)
Actors and operations: the SuperAdmin through an Artificial Intelligence Engine (AI Engine)
accesses, interrogates and manipulates the data stored into the Big Data system, carrying out
operations and tasks that the Administrator cannot perform.

Figure 4. Architecture of the proposed architecture (use case 2).

Use case 4 (see Fig. 5)
Actors and operations: Fig. 5 illustrates the Admin SuperAsmin/AI and User relationships
managing all the platform information and operations.
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Figure 5. Architecture of the proposed architecture (use case 4).

4. DATA MINING APPLICATION AND BIG DATA STORAGE
In this section is discussed the designed and implemented Konstanz Information Miner (KNIME)
workflow [25]-[33] predicting server attacks. The adopted data mining algorithm is the Ensemble
method, which combines several decision trees to produce better predictive performance using a
single decision tree. The testing workflow is illustrated in Fig. 5. It is structured by connecting
the following blocks:
•

“File Reader”: node reading log data extracted from server machine (the input data are
the alert log and the Syslog containing more information about admin, IP address and
subnet mask, ports, etc.);

•

“Partitioning”: the input table is split into the two partitions of train and testing dataset;
the two partitions are available at the two output ports;

•

“Tree Ensemble Learner”: this block learns an ensemble of decision trees such as random
forest variants).

•

“Tree Ensemble Predictor”: this block predicts patterns according to an aggregation of
the predictions of the individual trees in a random forest model.

•

“Column Filter”: this node takes a data table and returns a filtered data table with only
the selected columns;

•

“CSV writer”: this node writes the output results into a csv file;
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•

“Scorer”: this block provides the performance of the adopted model.

In Fig. 7 is illustrated the data input of the workflow of Fig. 6: the log protocol is constructed by
the fields timestamp (time arrival of the log), request type (request type such as port access
request), message (returned message following the request), IP request (origin Internet Protocol),
IP arrival (destination IP), IP request port (origin port), IP Arrival Port (destination port
corresponding the arrival IP). The Request type field is the labelled attribute for the prediction
outputs. The input table contains 120 log records structured in the previously described protocol.
Each record arrives after a period. The message, Ip Arrival, IP Request Port and the IP Arrival
Port define the information pattern to analyze, in order to distinguish an attack from a normal
system log (output of the Tree Ensamble algorithm processing all the information sequences).
The algorithm provides an alerting if all the four fields present an anomaly, thus decreasing the
calculus probability error. In Fig. 8 is illustrated the input table of the workflow of Fig. 6. A good
model performance is checked observing a good percentage of confidence values (70% as shown
in Fig. 9).

Figure 6. Tree Ensemble workflow predicting server attacks.
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Figure 7. Log matrix at the input of the Tree Ensemble network, and risk estimation criterium.
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Figure 8. Output of the worflow of Fig. 6 predicting attacks.
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Figure 9. Prediction confidence.

The algorithm analyses simultaneously the alert log (dangerous log) and the Syslog (not
dangerous log) by classifying the new registered log. The workflow will detect the normal log
patterns by classifying anomalous ones.
The discussed workflow can be embedded into an object container executing on the server
operating system. The risk output matrix is stored into the Cassandra Big Data System thus
optimizing the training dataset and consecutively the data processing model. A good performance
for single node write, delete and read operation is found for Cassandra Big Data System if
compared the computational costs with other big data systems such as HBase and MongoDB
[33]. The proposed Big Data system is suitable for Industry 4.0 implementation [34]. In appendix
are reported main scripts of Cassandra configuration. Below are reported some Cassandra
screenshots proving the correct Big Data configuration.
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Figure 10. Cassandra table creation: the table is structured to contain records of Fig. 8.

Figure 11. Cassandra connection check and writing of testing records.
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Figure 12. Cassandra read log operation.

Figure 13. Created dataset in Cassandra NoSQL database.

5. CONCLUSION
The paper discusses the architecture of a platform managing multimedia data by optimizing
server accesses and attacks detection by means of artificial intelligence algorithm and big data
system. Specifically has been implemented a Tree Ensemble Learner algorithm predicting attacks
by comparing log patterns, and using as a training dataset data stored into a Cassandra Big Data
system. The results are achieved within the framework of a research industry project. This work
could improve the experience using stream multimedia, in fields such as gaming, video calls, and
VOIP calls.
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6. APPENDIX: BIG DATA CONFIGURATION AND DATA STORAGE
In this section are reported the script of configuration of Cassandra Big Data system containing
the training dataset of the Tree Ensamble model.
Cassandra linking:
connection.py
'''
Import libraries for connection to NOSQL Cassandra Node
'''
from cassandra.auth import PlainTextAuthProvider
from cassandra.cluster import Cluster
'''
Method used for connection to the node.
It returns the session.
'''
def ConnectToCassandra(address, users, passw, key):
session = None
if address != '':
if address != '' and users != '' and passw != '':
try:
ap = PlainTextAuthProvider(username=users, password=passw)
cluster = Cluster(contact_points=address, auth_provider=ap)
session = cluster.connect(key)
except:
print('Not Connection')
return session
Reading/writing scripts
read_log.py
import pandas as pd
from pprint import pprint as pp
from connection import ConnectToCassandra
# Method for open log file
def openlog():
file = pd.read_csv('spacertron.log', delimiter="\t", header=None,
parse_dates=True,
names=['timestamp', 'type', 'message', 'ip_receive', 'ip_arrival',
'ip_receive_port',
'ip_arrival_port'])
response = 'File opened.'
print(response)
write_log(file)
return response
# Method for write the log on Cassandra’s table called “log"
def write_log(log):
'''
Define parameters for the connections
'''
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keyspace = 'hr'
address = ['localhost']
users = 'linux'
passw = 'root'
for i in range(len(log)):
ConnectToCassandra(address, users, passw, keyspace).execute(
'INSERT INTO log (id, timestamp, type, message, ip_receive, ip_arrival, ip_receive_port,
ip_arrival_port) '
'VALUES (%s,%s,%s,%s,%s,%s,%s,%s)',
(i, log['timestamp'][i], log['type'][i],
log['message'][i], log['ip_receive'][i],
log['ip_arrival'][i], str(log['ip_receive_port'][i]),
str(log['ip_arrival_port'][i]))
)
print('Insert ', i + 1, ' of ', len(log))
print('Finish')
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